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Present ____________. Jesus describes what true disciples
currently _____, not what they eventually will be.

Present ____________. Jesus describes what true disciples
currently _____, not what they eventually will be.

Universal _____________. The metaphors of salt and light imply
something about disciples’ role in the world.
‣
P____________ -- arresting, and not reflecting, the
process of moral decay in the world.
‣
I____________ -- revealing, not obscuring, the character
of the One who is the ultimate Light of the World.
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Negative __________. While Jesus describes what is necessarily
true about our identity and role in the world, it is still possible to
spoil and thus refuse that divine calling.
‣
Mark 9:49-50; Luke 14:34 -- We forfeit our saltiness
when we cling to what ought to be ______ behind.
‣
Luke 11:33-36 -- We extinguish our light when the focus
of our lives is not ___________ fixed on Jesus.
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Serious ______________. If we are Christ’s chosen agents of
salvation to the world, there is no _________:
‣
Thoughts from the Mount of Blessings, p. 40 -- “The church
of Christ, every individual disciple of the Master, is
heaven’s appointed channel for the revelation of God to
men. Angels of glory wait to communicate through you
heaven’s light and power to souls that are ready to
perish. Shall the human agent fail of accomplishing his
appointed work? Oh, then to that degree is the world
robbed of the promised influence of the Holy Spirit!”
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Now What?

Now What?

Remove the ____________ that would neutralize our impact.

Remove the ____________ that would neutralize our impact.

Come _________ to people, and _____ your light shine.
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